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The Cambridge Journal of Economics – A Forum of One’s Own1

Ashwani Saith

International Institute of Social Studies, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Hague, Netherlands

ABSTRACT
This article explores the emergence of the Cambridge Journal of
Economics, highlighting its strengths but also some tensions
discernible at its advent. From 1912, Economic Journal, the
disciplinary gold standard, was published under Cambridge
editorial control: first, by Keynes himself, then through successive
long-serving panels of Cambridge heterodox economists. The first
significant success of the locally enacted, externally inspired,
neoclassical campaign to displace heterodox traditions in
Cambridge economics was the relocation of Economic Journal to
Oxford in 1976; comprehensive neoclassical domination in the
Faculty was enforced in the following decades. The launch of the
Cambridge Journal of Economics in 1977 was a definitive marker
in the survival and subsequent evolution of heterodox
economics, not least because it was published from Cambridge,
the undisputed original habitat of modern heterodox economics.
The initiative was catalyzed by the apprehension of a prescient
group of Cambridge young Turks that heterodox, left-oriented
research would henceforth be excluded from Economic Journal.
Notwithstanding the subsequent purges of all non-mainstream
traditions from the Cambridge Faculty of Economics, the new
theoretically and policy-oriented journal has flourished as an
open, integrating forum linking diverse strands of post-Keynesian
and heterodox economics and economists globally, but also
notably within Cambridge itself.
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Introduction

The 1970s marked the turning point in the evolution of Cambridge economics as virtu-
ally all heterodox lineages in applied and theoretical economics were purged, with the rise
into unchallenged dominance of the neoclassical group. This dramatic transformation
was reflected in tussles over journals, clashes in seminars, and competing through text-
book writing. But these reflections look somewhat different reviewing this period in
hindsight, compared to viewing it in real time as it unfolded. There are perceptible indi-
cations that despite the early loss of control over Economic Journal (EJ), the mood in the
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heterodox camps was upbeat and optimistic about their place in the Cambridge and the
national scheme of things; there was tremendous intellectual energy within the various
heterodox groups alongside rising tensions between them collectively and the neoclass-
icals, new lines of research, e.g., deindustrialisation, were emerging; the Godley-Cripps
Cambridge Economic Policy Group (CEPG) was at the centre of crucial national
policy debates; the position of the students and the Faculty Board had been vindicated
by Lord Devlin looking into the Students’ Sit-in; US troops had left ignominiously
from Vietnam; it even appeared the capital controversies might have been settled in
favour of Joan of the Cam. It was a scene out of Andre Malraux’s Days of Hope, when
optimism ruled the day on the eve of the fateful Battle of Teruel which, in hindsight,
marked the turning of the tide against the republican forces in the Spanish Civil War.

The opening salvo of the campaign of orthodox assaults against heterodox economics
and economists in Cambridge was the loss, in 1976, of the flagship Economic Journal, the
editorial control of which was whisked away from Cambridge and taken over mainly by
the Oxford branch of the neoclassical camp. The heterodox formation withstood this
initial attack, and possibly even came out of it stronger in some respects with the creation
of the Cambridge Journal of Economics. If EJ was lost, CJE was gained, and for the het-
erodox group, this might have seemed to have limited the damage; indeed, CJE might
never have come into existence but for the loss of EJ; that is a counterfactual worth con-
sidering. Nevertheless, the departure of Economic Journal signalled the appearance of
storm clouds on the horizon, and then the storms duly arrived. The heterodox teams
of the Department of Applied Economics (DAE) were the initial primary focus of the
neoclassical onslaught. The first heterodox group targeted was the high-profile, provoc-
ative, macro-economic modelling unit, the Godley-Cripps Cambridge Economic Policy
Group which participated vigorously and critically in the charged macro policy debates
of the time. Their managed suppression shifted the target to the other iconic Cambridge
macro-economic modelling unit, the Stone-Barker Cambridge Growth Project which
participated in policy debates through its medium and longer-term analysis of structural
change. Both units were antithetical to neoclassical perspectives. These macro units,
along with other research groups within the DAE formed the heterodox bulwark in
the Faculty of Economics and Politics and were thus viewed with hostility by the neoclas-
sical side in its objective of gaining control over the Faculty and the DAE. It is against this
background of accelerating ideological polarisation that the emergence and significance
of the Cambridge Journal of Economics has to be appreciated.

EJ Leaves ‘Home’ — The Loss of a Flagship

The first commanding height to fall, in 1976, was the standard bearer of British economics,
the Economic Journal, the editorship of which comes under the purview of the Royal Eco-
nomic Society.2 The identity of the editors, and consequently of the journal and its orien-
tation, changed dramatically when it was moved to Oxford, and for the first time since its

2Puzzlingly, during 1974–76 — the span of years when this change would have been affected — the President of the
Royal Economic Society, which oversees the selection of editors, was none other than the redoubtable Nicky Kaldor.
Perhaps the editorship was surreptitiously whisked away when Nicky was in one of his gentle slumbers in some com-
mittee meeting and not roused in time; more likely, it was the outcome of a well-prepared challenge mounted despite
Kaldor’s watch.
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inception, under Edgeworth in 1891, Cambridge economics had no representation on the
editorial board. A team of Oxford neoclassical votaries of the Hahn-Gorman camp
replaced what Geoff Harcourt regards as perhaps the best editorial team ever of Economic
Journal: Brian Reddaway, David Champernowne and Phyllis Deane.3 Ajit Singh, in his
appreciation of Reddaway’s legacy, remarks: ‘he and his colleagues did influence the aca-
demic economic profession, not only in the UK but also in the US and elsewhere, in the
sense that unnecessary mathematics in articles was discouraged and papers were selected
on their economic merit rather than because of the sophistication of the techniques
used. Authors were encouraged to present their critical assumptions and their main
result in plain English. However, after he and his co-editors left the journal, the academic
profession went back to its traditional ways’ (Singh 2008, p. 14).

On the first page of the first issue of the journal in 1891, Edgeworth had declared its key
intended attribute: tolerance. ‘It will be open to writers of different schools. Themost oppo-
site doctrines may meet here as on a fair field. Thus, the difficulties of Socialism will be
considered in the first number, the difficulties of Individualism in the second. Opposing
theories of currency will be represented with equal impartiality. Nor will it be attempted
to prescribe themethod, any more than the result, of scientific investigation.’Clearly, Edge-
worth’s idealism knows no bounds: ‘is it extravagant’, he asks, ‘to hope that this toleration
of the difference between the votaries of economic science may tend to produce agreement
between them? ‘A little generous prudence, a little forbearance for one another,…might
win all these diligences to join and unite into one general and brotherly search for
truth.’WhatMilton hoped for theology in the seventeenth century may prove true of polit-
ical economy in the nineteenth’. And meanwhile down on earth, ‘it will be the task of the
Editor and his coadjutors, unbiased by their personal convictions, to select the ablest rep-
resentative of each important interest’ (Edgeworth 1891, p. 1).

On the opening page of the 8th Volume of EJ in March 1898, the Council of the British
Economic Association provides its view of the state of the journal, saying that ‘it may
speak more freely here of the Journal than can be done by the Editors’ and declares:

a mere glance at the Contents of the seven volumes will be enough to show that the spirit of
the Journal has been the spirit of the founders of the Association. As was said on the first
page of the first number, both Association and Journal are ‘open to all schools and
parties’. This toleration has been a discipline for the authors as well as for the Editors,
and (it may be hoped) for the readers. The effect has been not to accentuate, but gradually
to tone down, the acrimony of partisanship. Writers have become aware that they are
addressing not only their own friends, but friendly, and even unfriendly, critics, as well as
a number of readers to whom their opinions are entirely novel and incredible. On the
whole there have been few pitched battles. Economic instruction has proceeded in the
safer though less exciting way of constructive essay, not of course uncritical or uncriticized.
The writers have been numerous; the Journal has welcomed the counsels of the young men
as well as of the old. (Economic Journal, 1898, 1)

And so it had effectively remained over the generations. The journal was nourished for
the next eight decades under the watch of just a handful of lead editors (assisted variously
by a few worthies): by Edgeworth for the first twenty-one years till 1911; by Keynes for
the following thirty-three years till 1944; then by Austin Robinson for the twenty-six

3‘In my view these were some of the greatest years of the Journal. That the Journal no longer contains either reviews… or
book notes, or even obituaries, is a sad reflection on it not being what it used to be’ (Harcourt 2012).
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years till 1970, when Brian Reddaway took over the reins for the short period till the
journal was shifted away in 1976. After that point, the editor’s hat seemed to have
been passed around faster than the ball at Barcelona.

1891–1970 8 editors in 80 years — 1 name per 10 years

1891–1976 11 editors in 86 years — 1 name per 7.8 years

1976–2018 52 editors4 in 43 years — 1 name per 10 months

The velocity of editorial circulation jumps from one name change every ten years for the
first eight decades, to every ten months (approximately) in the last four decades. Behind
these unusual numbers is an even more dramatic regime change in editorial roles and
practices: from the editorship being a long-term commitment undertaken as a service
to the profession, at a high personal cost, by seniors who were not in need of promotions,
to a new scenario where the editors’ hats became a-year-a-dozen, passed around selec-
tively by the new leaders as a discretionary perk amongst a large cohort of rising aspi-
rants, adding ‘Editor, Economic Journal’ to their competing CVs.5 At EJ, it was a case
of ‘all change’ — all travellers were off-loaded, new ones came on board, with a new
set of drivers, directions and destinations. The ideological, theoretical and methodolog-
ical frame of the journal was transformed with alacrity as it became the British instru-
ment of Samuelson’s so-called third and fourth revolutions, purveying the mantras of
the cross-Atlantic neoclassical general-equilibrium axis; alongside, its medium of com-
munication atrophied from English to mathematics. For the twenty years following
the move away from Cambridge, David Newbery provided a link of continuity,
serving as an editor over the following two decades, from 1977 till 1996.

A few years down the line, Austin Robinson writes ruefully about the evolution of the
Economic Journal to Kenneth Berrill, both old school Cambridge: ‘At the R.E.S. [Royal
Economic Society] I was conscious of your agreement with me that the E.J. has now
become irrelevant and unreadable. It makes me realise what Maynard did for the
Journal in making it face up to the realities of the current economic problems and to
filling up gaps in theory when a major problem was hitting the country and we did
not really know what we ought to be doing’ … ‘In some degree what you have been
doing at the Institute (NIESR) slightly compensated for the badness of the E.J. But I
hope that you will go on kicking the officers of the R.E.S. into sanity’ … ‘I thought for
a time that I was suffering from senility. But I find that my views on this correspond

4Under various editorial hats.
5Economic Journal editors, 1891–1996

1891–1911 Francis Ysidro Edgeworth
1912–1944 J.M. Keynes is Editor
1918–25, F.Y. Edgeworth is Joint Editor
1926–44, D.H. Macgregor is Joint Editor
1934–44, E.A.G. Robinson is Assistant Editor
1944–1970 E.A.G. Robinson is Joint Editor
1945–61, R.F. Harrod is Joint Editor
1951–1970 R.C.O. Matthews is Joint Editor
1961–1970 C.F. Carter is Joint Editor
1968–1976 Phyllis Deane is Joint Editor
1971–1976 W.B. Reddaway, D.G. Champernowne are Joint Editors
1976 – New Editorial teams, comprising variously: J.S. Flemming 1976–81; J.A. Kay 1976–81; J.H. Williamson 1976–

77; D. Winch 1976–84; D.F. Hendry 1977–81, M.J. Artis 1986–96; D.M.G. Newbery 1977–96.
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with the views of the brighter people in the faculty here and in the D.A.E.’.6 Four months
later, Austin writes to Gus Ranis: ‘your interests in economics seem to me to correspond
with my own. I had been brought up by Pigou to think that economics was about people
and the welfare of people. Both then and now I was convinced that good economics was
about people and not about curves and mathematics. I am very depressed by the trends of
the Economic Journal, which seems to me to publish very little that would be worth
reading if I had the capacity to read it (which I do not). None of my friends in Cambridge
are any better at reading it than I am. I read the reviews and nothing else. I am amused
[sic; assured?] that this is not wholly the consequence of senility. Most of the younger
generation in Cambridge write English and contribute to the Cambridge Journal and dis-
regard the contributions of the mathematicians’.7 Austin was certainly not senile, but
equally certainly he was not impartial in this case, and at the Faculty and the Department
of Applied Economics, he might well have been taking soundings from the heterodox
clan; after all, David Newbery had taken over as Director of DAE and changed its orien-
tation towards technical econometrics-based work on applied microeconomics within a
neoclassical frame; and significantly, he had been an editor of the EJ since 1977, just a
year after it left Cambridge for its new address in the Oxford neoclassical camp; it
would not have been David Newbery who confirmed Austin Robinson’s negative
views of the recent direction taken by the journal.

Over the years since the orthodox takeover, the Journal has lost rank and reputation,
and regularly features in various ranking lists and bibliometrics — measures generated,
supported and used instrumentally by the orthodox mainstream — in the second, or
lower, echelons; it is never listed, for instance, in the top five, or even ten. In this, it
has settled on the relative scale in a range that is roughly similar to the position of
Cambridge economics in global university/subject ranks. Alongside this, the Journal,
like Cambridge economics, has lost its unique selling point, its ‘comparative advan-
tage’, its differentia specifica, whichever term is found preferable — its open, heterodox,
eclectic character which prioritised substance and argument over unnecessary displays
of mathematical virtuosity pursuing questions often detached from observable reality,
also with diminishing policy relevance; perhaps not much disciplinary value-deduction
would occur if it were to merge with some other mainstream journal, or submerge
altogether.

CJE Arrives — A Forum of One’s Own

Would Edgeworth’s tolerance, that ‘no person is excluded because of his opinions’
survive when the orthodox mainstream took over the reins? In 1975, four young
radical economists, with prescience, thought otherwise, and so the Cambridge Journal
of Economics was launched in March 1977.8

6Austin Robinson to Kenneth Berrill, dated 9 December 1990. Strikingly, this view is expressed in 1990, the year of pub-
lication of John Hey and Donald Winch’s (1990) laudatory review, A Century of Economics: 100 Years of the Royal Eco-
nomic Society and the Economic Journal; of course, these authors, having been editors of the Journal, were as much
‘interested parties’ as Austin Robinson.

7Austin Robinson to Gus Ranis, dated 17 April 1991. EAGR Archives, Marshall Library, University of Cambridge.
8In fact, there is a disproportionately large fall in the share of Cambridge authors in Economic Journal when comparing
1980–1970 (Backhouse 1996, p. 55). Several combinations of names are listed in different exchanges: Francis Cripps,
John Eatwell, Michael Ellman, Bob Rowthorn, Ajit Singh, and Frank Wilkinson.
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Frederic Lee (2007, p. 8) records it thus: ‘Responding to the pending move of the Eco-
nomic Journal from Cambridge to Oxford (which took place at the end of 1976) and the
consequence that the new editors would be more likely to reject papers critical of main-
stream economics, the younger heterodox socialist economists — John Eatwell, Ajit
Singh, and Bob Rowthorn — began thinking in late 1974 about establishing their own
journal.… To ensure that the prospective journal remained under their control, a coop-
erative was formed in 1976, the Cambridge Political Economy Society (CPES), which
would own and produce it’.9

Eatwell (2016, p. 365) provides an account from the horse’s mouth: ‘In late 1975 Ajit
Singh, Bob Rowthorn, Frank Wilkinson and John Eatwell held a number of dinner meet-
ings at a restaurant called La Garçonne in Mill Road, Cambridge’; on their menu was the
challenge of founding a new journal to inhabit the space that would be vacated by the
departure of Economic Journal from Cambridge; ‘for the first time since 1912 it would
not have a Cambridge editor and it was feared that the scope of the journal would
narrow, particularly with respect to the publication of less orthodox material’. Francis
Cripps notes that ‘we knew the EJwas moving in another direction and Kaldor and Redd-
away couldn’t do much about that. This was what motivated the concept of a CJE whose
founders would have lifetime membership and would therefore not lose control’. (Per-
sonal communication, email dated 25 August 2019).

The CJE started in 1977, though plans to launch such a journal had apparently been
incubating and maturing over the previous decade. The first formal move towards start-
ing a new journal would seem to be a letter, dated 1 August 1975, from John Eatwell at
Trinity, writing on behalf of a group of colleagues (the others named are Jo Bradley,
Francis Cripps and Ajit Singh), to Richard Kahn at King’s; this covering letter carried
a four-page attachment that was the proposal for launching a Cambridge Journal of Polit-
ical Economy.10

There were two specific and immediate considerations that motivated this initiative.
First, the group points out: ‘the EJ is due to leave Cambridge for Nuffield College,
Oxford, at the end of 1976. This means that not only will Cambridge no longer have a
journal ‘in house’, but also it is probable that the character and tone of the EJ will
change in an unfortunate direction’. This apprehension was well founded, and the pre-
diction turned out to be true in quick time. Second, the group observes: ‘the world eco-
nomic situation has reached a stage at which the presentation of concrete analysis from a
progressive viewpoint is more important than at any time since the war’. Hence, a journal
which fills this first gap, and meets the second need, both ‘matters of immediate concern’.

9Lee (2007, pp. 8-9) writes further: ‘The CPES was intended as an intellectual, organizational, and institutional focal point
at Cambridge for the ongoing engagement in heterodox economics. In particular, it was… founded to provide a focus
for theoretical and applied work, with strong emphasis on realism of analysis, the provision and use of empirical evi-
dence, and the formulation of economic policies. This initiative springs from the belief that the economic approach
rooted in the traditions of Marx, Kalecki and Keynes has much to contribute to the understanding and treatment of
current economic and social issues: unemployment, inflation, the organization of production, the distribution of
social product, class conflict, uneven development and instability in the world economy, the underdevelopment of
the third world and economic and social change in socialist countries.’ Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol. 1.1
(March, 1977)]’ In his brief account of the lead up to the formation of the journal, Frederic Lee says that ‘further dis-
cussions took place with Cambridge and non-Cambridge heterodox economists, including Geoff Hodgson, Ian Steed-
man, David Purdy, and Barbara MacLennan from Manchester.’ (Ibid.)

10Records in the Richard Kahn Papers held at the King’s College Archives in Cambridge shed more detailed light on the
initial stages of the formation of the CJE.
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‘We would like Joan, Nicky, Maurice Dobb, Piero and yourself to be patrons of the
project and wish to obtain your aid and advice in overcoming the financial and organisa-
tional difficulties involved in getting the Journal going. If we may, we would like to come
to see you next week, on either Tuesday or Friday, to discuss the matter. Up to now all
our discussions have been confined to the four persons named in the first paragraph, plus
Mario Nuti (on the telephone to Italy) and Bob Rowthorn’ (John Eatwell to Richard
Kahn, Letter dated 1 August 1976; RFK/12/2/47/2).

The proposal begins: ‘The idea of starting a new economics journal in Cambridge— in
particular, a journal with a ‘left’ orientation — has been mooted for the last ten years or
so. Over most of this period the motivation behind the idea derived from the desire to
promote ‘Cambridge’ theory, in the form both of the critique of neoclassical theory
and of the development of alternative theories and empirical knowledge to promote a
better practical understanding of economic realities. The need to pursue the former
task has undoubtedly receded, and such work as remains to be done can probably find
adequate space in current journals. The second task remains, and its encouragement
would be the main aim of a new journal’. The proposal also makes clear that ‘whilst
the journal must adopt a proper academic standard it should be written in a manner
which can win a readership amongst economists working outside academic circles,
e.g., those in the government, the research departments of trade unions, companies
and so on’.

Three points are striking. First, that the initiative had been developing over the past
‘ten years or so’; this dates it to around 1965. It is notable that Ajit Singh had joined
DAE in 1964 and the Faculty, and Queens’ as a Fellow, in 1965; Bob Rowthorn had
come across from Oxford first to Churchill in 1964–65, switched to King’s a year later,
and joined the Faculty as Assistant Lecturer in 1966. Francis Cripps had completed his
BA at Cambridge with a top first in 1965, then spent a couple of years in Thailand
before joining the Faculty in 1967, on Frank Hahn’s invitation11, for a stint of three
years as a Junior Lecturer; during 1967-1970, he worked part-time as an adviser to
Kaldor at H.M. Treasury (where he met Wynne Godley) before forfeiting a claim to a
very desirable tenured position in favour of joining Godley as Senior Research Officer
to set up the famous Cambridge Economic Policy Group with the DAE in 1971.
Mario Nuti had also become a Fellow of King’s in 1965, got his Cambridge PhD in
1970, and became lecturer in the Faculty, having put together two volumes of Kalecki’s
essays in 1972, and was co-editor with Alec Nove of Socialist Economics; the same year,
Frank Wilkinson, at DAE, had co-authored Do Trade Unions Cause Inflation on the eve
of the first OPEC oil price spike of 1973; John Eatwell, the youngest in the group, had
himself been one of Ajit Singh’s star undergraduate pupils at Queens’ in the mid-
1960s before taking a PhD from Harvard and returning to Queens’ as a research
fellow till 1970, when he took up a fellowship at Trinity. Jo Bradley had been at
Oxford where Bob Rowthorn (then doing maths there) drew her attention to that
other, better, place, and so she came over to Cambridge University Press also in 1964,
to edit and handle the DAE-CUP stream of publications from both sides, in the
process editing Ajit’s two books. This was a powerful and rising cohort of young

11Francis Cripps observes that ‘the closing of ranks (DAE with Rowthorn and Singh) came in the mid-1970s when we
began to feel under attack’ (Personal communication).
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turks, all academically highly accomplished; they had all ‘arrived’ in Cambridge at the
same time, and had soon begun to form the nucleus of a cohesive and committed
group, even as they pursued their particular academic paths and projects in their Cam-
bridge posts and locations. So the group dinners at La Garconne that John Eatwell
speaks of had some history behind them; and the informal collective that formulated
and propelled the CJE initiative included several others who might not have been at
table for these group dinners. For instance, when asked, Francis Cripps, much at the
heart of the initiative recalled: ‘I wasn’t at the dinners because I didn’t have dinner with
people — in 1974–75 I was often on the train to/from London or staying the night in
London and when I was home, spent the evening with my wife and her friends (not uni-
versity people). The plotters brought me in, and I was glad to join.’ Personal communica-
tion, email dated 25 August 2019. In an earlier communication, Francis noted that ‘Ajit was
the key organizer of the progressive electorate (DAE as well as Faculty staff could vote in
elections to the Faculty Board). He was also an effective strategist / negotiator in the set up
of appointment committees and with Bob Rowthorn convinced us all to support establish-
ment of the Cambridge Journal of Economics.’ (Personal communication, email dated 19
May 2018).

Second, the proposal makes it explicit that the journal was intended to be ‘left-ori-
ented’. This would have been plainly obvious given the known intellectual and political
predilections of the teammembers. While each one was distinct, they shared a deep com-
mitment to some socialist perspective as individually defined and pursued. In particular,
but not only, Ajit Singh and Bob Rowthorn, had acquired a reputation as high-profile,
dynamic leaders of left politics within the Faculty, the University, the city, and in
wider circles through their activist involvement variously in the anti-Vietnam War
and CND movements, with trade union politics, with Labour Party or British Commu-
nist Party; Francis Cripps was deeply embedded in policy work, including as an adviser,
between 1973 and 1979, to the high-profile leftist Tony Benn; Frank Wilkinson was deep
in trade union engagements; and Mario Nuti was connected with various socialist fronts
especially but not exclusively oriented towards East Europe. And it should be added that
while these young and energetic economists might have been a thorn in many a right-
wing flank, they had come to earn respect and a following with the DAE, the Faculty
and more widely on account of their demonstrable academic merit and principled pol-
itics. The extensive and vibrant associations at the time of the various strands of the Cam-
bridge heterodox economists with various lines of the political left was well established,
and this applied with special force to the younger cohort, and all the more to most of the
group now taking the initiative with regard to the formation of the new journal.12

12Frederic Lee’s account provides a summary overview: ‘Cambridge in the 1960s and into the 1970s had many economists
— staff, post-graduate students, and visitors — that were skeptical and/or identified their theoretical orientation as
Marxist, Keynesian, Kaleckian, Sraffian, and perhaps Post Keynesian— see Appendix A.1.13 As a whole, they were con-
scious that their intellectual engagement, scholarship, and theoretical and applied research were creating a ‘new eco-
nomic analysis.’ These activities were supported outside of Cambridge by the CSE of which many engaged with and
within Cambridge through seminars, workshops, and study groups. One example of a seminar was the 1969–70
Marxism seminar (which was still running a decade later). Its aim was to stimulate Marxist discussion of political
issues within the Cambridge Socialist Society. There were a total of nineteen seminars covering the Marxist socio-eco-
nomic critique of capitalism, Marxist social philosophy, classless society, and the historical development of Marxism. In
addition, in 1971 there was a seminar on the corporation in monopoly capitalism, a workshop on ‘British Capitalism
Today,’ and a study group reading Capital. Finally, there was the Cambridge Political Economy Group which was estab-
lished in the early 1970s to analyze the problems of the British economy from a Marxist perspective.’ (2007, pp. 7–8)
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Third, there is an intriguing, almost casual, statement— as if it was already obvious to
all — that ‘the need to pursue the… task [of the critique of neoclassical theory] has
undoubtedly receded, and such work as remains to be done can probably find adequate
space in current journals’. This is striking: was the group expressing a view that was at
that conjuncture generally taking shape on the Cambridge left-Keynesian-heterodox
side, viz., that the business of critiquing neoclassical economics was done and dusted
by 1975? Supporting this perception is an item in the Richard Kahn Papers held at the
King’s College Archives: in a letter concerning the organising of a Seminar on the Devel-
opment of Economic Theory in Cambridge, John Eatwell writes to Richard Kahn on 19
November 1975, i.e., a couple of months after the exchange with Kahn about the creation
of the CJE, saying: ‘Joan, Schefold, Garegnani and Dick Goodwin will all be talking on
different aspects of the development of economic theory, now that the capital theory
business is finally settled’ (RFK/11/2/81/2). At this seminar, held on 21 and 22 February
1976, Joan presented a note, ‘The State of Play’, where she also wants to move on: ‘As the
‘mainstream’ teachers of economics are unable to defend the logic of their position but go
on teaching just the same, I feel that we ought to carry the argument onto a wider front’
(Robinson 1976).13

Was this premature hubris? With the help of that great resource, hindsight, it would
certainly appear to have been so. Of course, Joan’s Accumulation of Capital had appeared
in 1956, Piero Sraffa’s Production of Commodities in 1960, Dick Goodwin’s Elementary
Economics from the Higher Standpoint appeared a decade later in 1970, Piero Sraffa
and Maurice Dobb has only just, in 1973, put the final 11th volume of the magnificent
The Works and Correspondence of David Ricardo to bed, thereby freeing Dobb to
release his final intervention Welfare Economics and the Economics of Socialism on
which the ink had barely dried in April 1975, just four months prior to the proposal.
Geoff Harcourt had followed up on his 1969 article and produced his Some Cambridge
Controversies in the Theory of Capital in 1972. Luigi Pasinetti’s Growth and Distribution
essay collection was released by CUP in 1974. And, had Nicky Kaldor’s swingeing The
Irrelevance of Equilibrium Economics, published in Economic Journal also in 1972,
been the last straw that had broken the neoclassical camel’s back? Meanwhile, this
younger group of Ajit, Bob, Francis, Frank and Mario had themselves entered the fray
and made significant contributions in diverse academic forms and forums in the imme-
diately preceding years: prominently, Ajit’s applied work on the modern corporation had
empirically refuted neoclassical tenets; Francis, with Wynne and the CEPG team, was
deep in applied macroeconomics that raised radical left-progressive challenges to govern-
ment policy on the crucial issue of employment; Frank, with (Dudley Jackson and
H. Turner) had come out with a repudiation of the allegation that trade unions cause
inflation; Bob, apart from his squabbles with Nicky, was arguing, following Kalecki,
that the rampant inflation in the UK was a manifestation of class struggle; and collective
research was becoming visible on the progressive, or more appropriately, regressive,
deindustrialisation of the UK economy.

Lee’s account is informative, but perhaps also a little approximate in some respects, for instance, radical as the CEPG
was in its policy stance, it could not be labelled ‘Marxist’.

13The substance of this note is discussed in Saith (2022, chapter 1, p.13n9). At the weekend seminar, there were presen-
tations, as indicated by Eatwell, by Bertram Schefold and Pierangelo Garegnani, but also by Luigi Pasinetti, Ian Steed-
man, Luigi Spaventa and Richard Kahn, though Dick Goodwin is not listed for a presentation. (RFK/12/2/81/99).
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As the benefit of hindsight enlightens us, rumours of the demise of neoclassicism were
indeed greatly exaggerated. American imperialism might have lost its war in Vietnam,
but that did not much change things for the Samuelson-Solow or Hayek-Friedman
duos, with both pairs flying high. The premature hubris of Cambridge UK was con-
fronted by the combination of soft power and raw arrogance of Chicago and Cambridge,
US, backed by their massive world-wide web of ideological think tanks peddling market
fundamentalism and political libertarianism.

The group’s proposal about the journal, sent to Richard Kahn on Friday 1 August,
induced an instant reaction from Kahn, and a meeting was held on Monday 4 August
in Joan’s garden. Kahn clearly put some thought into the proposal and his scrawled —
not always easily deciphered — notes pertaining to the proposal, put down quite a few
markers as an aide memoire, apparently in preparation for the upcoming meeting.

‘Patrons — why only retired?????’14 ‘Why stress ‘left oriented’?’ ‘Why stress critique
of neo-classical theory?’ ‘What does ‘progressive point of view’ mean?’ ‘’Alternative
theories — K not mentioned.’

There are further scribbles on finances,15 launch dates and other practical matters; and
the use of the term ‘Cambridge Political Economy Group’ is highlighted, the reasons for
which become clear subsequently when Kahn writes back, on 15 August, to the members
of the group (other than Mario Nuti who was in Italy), with a copy to Joan Robinson for
information, later also copied to Robert (Neild) and Nicky (Kaldor). The letter is a good
example of Kahnian belligerence and is unambiguously negative in tone.16

Kahn: ‘The document sent to me by John on 1st August suggests that the Journal
would be the property of a Society to be called the Cambridge Political Economy
Group. This was a grossly misleading statement. The Cambridge Political Economy
Group already exists, and it was under its auspices that Bob Rowthorn and others
recently published their Left-Wing pamphlet.17 It now appears that the real intention

14Kahn has a list of names: David Champernowne, Brian Reddaway, Phyllis Deane (these were the three incumbent Cam-
bridge editors at the time); Charles Feinstein; David Goodwin; Robert Neild (with a cross and a scribble saying ‘No
hostile’); Adrian Wood (with a cross and a scribble saying ‘besides, do not get on with him’); Wynne Godley (with a
scribble ‘quite keen’); Susan Howson (with an enquiring question mark); James Meade. It needs mentioning that
Kahn’s handwritten scribbles are not always readily readable. Coincidentally, Pasinetti (1991, p. 431) makes a reference
to Kahn’s handwriting as being ‘almost illegible’. Paul Samuelson’s takes the matter of Kahn’s handwriting to a deeper
level of the subconscious: ‘Michael Postan once rationalized for me Richard’s perfectionism as a writer, saying that he
had a crabbed handwriting; never having mastered the use of typewriter or short-hand typist [sic]— this conversation
antedates of course the advent of the word processor — Richard found it a chore to set his thoughts down on paper
and one tends to avoid chores, until with time the avoidance becomes chronic. Kahn’s several letters I did find not
always easy to decipher… Freud had names for those who retain and those who emit… . ‘ (Samuelson 1994,
p. 62). Postan hypothesizes further that the longer the writing the delayed, the greater become the expectations of
the piece of writing, which further raises the stakes and the force of the writers’ block.

15According to Frederic Lee, writing without citing any specific source: ‘For the start-up financing of the journal, Eatwell
and colleagues intended to ask Joan Robinson, Nicholas Kaldor, Maurice Dobb, Piero Sraffa, and Richard Kahn for con-
tributions. However, when approached, Kahn suggested that Academic Press would be interested in such a project. The
Press was and agreed to provide the start-up financing. (Lee 2007, p. 30n14.) Kahn’s scribbled notes also cover finance,
with a mention of an amount of GBP 7,000–10,000, with mentions of OEP [Oxford Economic Papers] and several names
[though their specific relevance is not mentioned] including: Asa Briggs, Kennedy, G. B. Richardson and A. J. Brown. This
allows for the possibility that Kahn might have had some role on the financial role at these early stages, but the records
in the Kahn Papers do not offer further information on this. Separately, in the context of the troubles which Joan Rob-
inson and John Eatwell were having with McGraw-Hill over the treatment of their An Introduction to Modern Economics,
Kahn had been critical of their choice of publisher in the first place, and offered some suggestions though the matter
was effectively closed by that time.

16Richard Kahn to Jo Bradley et al., Letter dated 15 August 1975; RFK/12/2/47/10.
17The authors of this pamphlet were: Michael Ellman, Bob Rowthorn, Ron Smith and Frank Wilkinson. ‘This pamphlet is
offered as a discussion document in a hope that it will stimulate debate within the labour movement on alternative
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is to publish a regular Left-Wing Propagandist Journal of Economic Policy. I suggest that
this be made clear to anybody asked to have his name used in connection with it. So far as
I am concerned, I must withdraw my name’. And then he unsettles matters further: ‘I still
think there probably will be a need for a decent Journal of Economics in Cambridge, and
this is a matter which I intend to discuss with various people’.

Kahn’s letter of 15 August is presumably sent on soon after to Robert and to Nicky. On
file, is a reply from Robert Neild, dated 21 August 1975. Neild says: ‘I agree… that a new
journal of left bias is no answer to the neo-classical bias of other journals. I will not touch
it, if it is like that’.18

In the meantime, on 20 August, the group responded to Kahn’s trenchant letter,
correcting his ‘misunderstanding’ and offering reassurance that there was no such
intention — of producing a leftist-propagandist journal — as Kahn had alleged. The
group clarified that the body establishing the journal ‘would be entirely distinct
from the Cambridge Political Economy Group which published the pamphlet to
which you refer’; the misunderstanding arose from ‘a mistake on our part to use the
same name in the proposal to start a new journal’; this seems straightforward. The
group then addresses Kahn’s objection: ‘the suspicion expressed in your letter that
our proposal was to publish a ‘Left-Wing propagandist Journal of Economic Policy’
is quite unfounded. Our intention is precisely to start a ‘decent’ journal with the
highest academic standards, and we have no wish to exclude anyone who would
make a serious contribution to this, whether their views are ‘left-wing’ or not’.19

This does appear to be either a retraction, or distraction, since the original intent
was indeed to establish a journal with ‘left-wing orientation’.

The inaugural issue in 1977 of CJE announced that it was:

founded to provide a focus for theoretical and applied work, with strong emphasis on
realism of analysis, the provision and use of empirical evidence, and the formulation of eco-
nomic policies. This initiatives springs from the belief that the economic approach rooted in
the traditions of Marx, Kalecki and Keynes has much to contribute to the understanding and
treatment of current economic and social issues: unemployment, inflation, the organization
of production, the distribution of social produce, class conflict, uneven development and
instability in the world economy, the underdevelopment of the third world and economic
and social change in socialist countries.

Did Richard Kahn and Robert Neild (if at all he was invited) find even this statement too
propagandist, perhaps by the reference to Marx, and to ‘class conflict’? The statement
does, however, break from the original editorial aspirations proclaimed by the Economic
Journal in its own inaugural issue where it had welcomed contributions from ‘the most

socialist strategies for the British economy.’ The Authors’ Preface opens with the statement: ‘The Cambridge Political
Economy Group consists of a number of academic economists at Cambridge University who are engaged in analysing
the problems of the British economy from a Marxist perspective. This project was started to combat the reactionary
doctrines being preached by many of our colleagues at the present time’ (Cambridge Political Economy Group
1974). An online version is available in the Digital Archives maintained by the Cambridge Political Economy Society
as: Michael Ellman et al., ‘Britain’s Economic Crisis’ CPES Online Archive, accessed October 12, 2019, http://cpes.org.
uk/om/items/show/168. This pamphlet was published independently by Ken Coates, founder of the Institute for
Workers’ Control from Nottingham (Ellman et al. 1974); the pamphlet was a significant precursor to the Alternative
Economic Strategy (AES) as formulated and developed by the left wing of the Labour Party, with close Bennite
affinities (which Kahn did not possess).

18Robert Neild to Richard Kahn, Letter dated 21 August 1975; RFK/12/2/47/12.
19John Eatwell et al. to Richard Kahn, Letter dated 20 August 1975, RFY/12/2/47/11.
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opposite doctrines [which] may meet here as in a fair field…with the Editor and his co-
adjutors unbiased by their personal convictions’. Howsoever open, this was a declaration
of a broad disciplinary, intellectual and ideological identity.

The group’s original proposal had included a list of ‘persons so far suggested as
editors’; these were: Francis Cripps, John Eatwell, Mario Nuti, with Jo Bradley serving
as the Managing Editor. Fifteen names were listed as suggestions for the wider Editorial
Board: Mahmoud Abdel-Fadil, Ken Coutts, Michael Ellman, Alan Hughes, Barry Moore,
Suzy Paine, Luigi Pasinetti, Bill Peterson, Bob Rowthorn, Ajit Singh, Roger Tarling, John
Wells, Frank Wilkinson, Alan Winters, Vivian Woodward. The Faculty and the DAE
seem to be represented in roughly equal and proportionate number. Unlike the EJ,
which was essentially housed in the Faculty, the CJE was camped midway between the
Faculty and the DAE; in demographic terms, there was also clearly a generational
jump from the EJ to the CJE; and while EJ was referred to as ‘in house’ its editors
were appointed by, and accountable to the Royal Economic Society; while, in contrast,
CJE was run from inside the Cambridge heterodox group as represented in the society
owning it (RFK/12/2/47/1-14).

Arguably, the formation of the CJE can be regarded as a defensive reaction, but in fact,
it was simultaneously a tremendous proactive initiative. There were five positive effects:
first, it not only created a sense of community but provided a flagpole for the assembly of
the community of heterodox economists in Cambridge. Second, it strengthened this
community by explicitly linking the older and the younger generations in a real sense;
the seniors were supporters, patrons and protectors. Third, as intended, it provided
the outlet for heterodox research. Fourth, it provided a focal point to articulate Cam-
bridge heterodox economists with the wider international community that had been
evolving around, and independently of, the Cambridge core. And finally, the very exis-
tence of the journal — an intellectual space regularly to be filled — developed and dis-
seminated, and arguably induced, research and publication, giving a creative fillip to
the community of economists now committed to making the CJE a success. It could
be added that there was also a reputational impact, in that the remarkable array of het-
erodox thought and concerns, ranging from deep aspects of the history of ideas, to the
contemporary red-hot policy preoccupations of the day, could all get high international
visibility in the same issue. The journal, now in its 45th year, constitutes a highly valuable
cumulative resource on the evolution of the Cambridge heterodox traditions in econom-
ics; apart from Keynes and a small handful who had fallen by the mid-1970s, CJE has had
personal support and contributions from virtually the entire galaxy of heterodox tradi-
tions, and as such can rightfully be regarded as the proud inheritor, representative and
perpetuator of those traditions; a worthy, and perhaps even more focussed replacement
of the parent Economic Journal. The creation of the CJE was nothing less than a stroke of
genius, prescience, a case of ‘perfect foresight’.

Volume 1, Issue 1 of the Cambridge Journal of Economics duly appeared in March
1977, and it proudly displayed all the hallmarks of high Cambridge heterodoxy. The
issue carried eight titles, the first of which sadly was an obituary by John Eatwell
paying homage to one of the Cambridge greats: Maurice Dobb had died before seeing
the inaugural issue of the journal of which he was to be a patron; the first regular
article was by Joan Robinson and Frank Wilkinson, asking in true Joan style, ‘What
has become of employment policy?’. Then followed a landmark paper by Amartya Sen
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where he introduces his general approach to starvation and exchange entitlement and
applies it to the Great Bengal Famine of 1943; given its provenance, the acknowledge-
ments run to no fewer than thirty-two names. Ron Smith, who had just been eased
out of Cambridge by the local neoclassical group a year before, provides a Marxist anal-
ysis of the workings of military expenditure in capitalism, a topic of profound signifi-
cance generally understudied even in the Keynesian-Schumpeterian traditions, though
it connected closely with the peacenik concerns of Robert Neild who had recently
returned to Cambridge as professor, prior to and supposedly inducing the award of a
Cambridge chair to Hahn the following year. The issue also introduced its format of
the Review Article, the first of these being a reflection by Gareth Stedman Jones on
Eric Hobsbawm’s The Age of Capital. And finally, Francis Cripps joined battle against
the monetarists in all their guises in his article ‘The Money Supply, Wages and
Inflation’. The first issue set and raised the standard aloft — Cambridge heterodox eco-
nomics had a space of its own.

The nuanced nature of the relationship between the senior heterodox gurus and the
cohort of young turks is also reflected in the formative years of CJE. Consider the
issue of identity: the initial proposal circulated by the younger group named Joan Rob-
inson, Nicky Kaldor, Maurice Dobb, Piero Sraffa and Richard Kahn as the slate that the
group wished to declare as the patrons of CJE. Luigi Pasinetti (2005, p. 839) writes: ‘the
young Editors asked senior members to support their initiative, but in a way that would
not entail interference with their choices, thought of course welcoming suggestions and
criticisms. In this spirit, they invited those whom they judged to be significant members
of the Cambridge School to become Patrons of the Journal.’ But of the slate of five desired
Patrons named in the opening proposal – Joan Robinson, Nicky Kaldor, Maurice Dobb,
Piero Sraffa and Richard Kahn - only Joan wound up on as a Patron in the colophon of
CJE’s first issue of the first volume. Maurice Dobb died in 1976, so the opening issue
carries his obituary which refers to him as ‘one of this Journal’s distinguished Patrons’
(Eatwell 1977, p. 1); it would be a fair presumption that before his death Dobb had
agreed to serve as Patron. But what of the other three gurus whose names did not
appear in the inaugural issue? Clearly, other senior colleagues were approached, as is
obvious from Luigi Pasinetti’s account. So clearly much happened between that first pro-
posal and the first issue of the journal; Kaldor, Sraffa and Kahn were not inclined to
become Patrons then, and the editors then would have looked further. In Pasinetti’s
account, ‘At the very beginning [sic], only Richard Goodwin, Luigi Pasinetti and Joan
Robinson accepted the invitation. Two-and-a-half years later, Kaldor and Sraffa were
also persuaded to join. Kahn decided to remain aloof but, during those years, he did con-
tribute papers [sic] to the new Journal (see Kahn 1977)’.20

After all the internal discussions, the new journal boasted three inestimable, quintes-
sentially Cambridge patrons: Richard Goodwin, Luigi Pasinetti and Joan Robinson, and
announced a panel of eleven editors based in Cambridge, and another seven associate
editors overseas; together, they formed the backbone of the rising cohort of Cambridge
heterodox economists of distinct though contiguous and compatible intellectual, ideolog-
ical and theoretical affinities. A striking feature is the youthfulness of the editors: apart,

20In fact, this is the only paper contributed by Kahn, and it was a review article of Malinvaud’s 1977 book. It would be
more accurate to say that Kahn kept ‘aloof’ of CJE whether as an editor or as an author.
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perhaps, for a couple of associate editors that scored over forty, all others were still in
their thirties.21

As a person is proverbially known by the company s/he keeps, so a journal by the
names it selects to associate with itself. Apart from the patrons, the names of the
greats explicitly declared as inspirations were, originally, Marx, Keynes and Kalecki,
later expanded when Joan and Nicky transitioned from being patrons in this world to
becoming inspirations from the next. Notably, neither Sraffa22 nor Kahn entered any
CJE list of inspirationals. Interestingly, Pasinetti (2005, p. 838) observes: ‘I remember
Dick Goodwin regretting that Joseph Schumpeter was not included among the econo-
mists mentioned for inspiration’, but that disappointment did not interfere with his
support for CJE.23

The 1979 colophon indicated a couple of noticeable changes: first, the panel of patrons
gained another august pair, in Nicky Kaldor and Piero Sraffa; and second, Bob Rowthorn
left the panel of editors. Between 1979 and 1980, the editorial panel was further extended
and strengthened through the inclusion of another seven colleagues. 1984 was the next
point where significant changes occur: sadly, Joan and Piero are missing, both having
died in 1983; while Hashem Pesaran and Jane Humphries join the editorial panel.
Volume 9 in 1985 sees a revamping: on the panel of patrons, Dick Goodwin, Nicky
Kaldor and Luigi Pasinetti are joined by Sukhamoy Chakravarty and Brian Reddaway;

21In 1977, the original panel of ‘Editors’ was drawn from Cambridge and comprised: Mahmoud Abdel-Fadil, Jo Bradley
(Managing Editor), Francis Cripps, John Eatwell, Mario Nuti, Suzy Paine, Bob Rowthorn, Ajit Singh, Roger Tarling, John
Wells and Frank Wilkinson. The extended slate named seven ‘Associate Editors’, economists of deep affinity with the
identity of the Journal: Geoff Harcourt (Australia), Amiya Bagchi (India), Ron Smith & Ian Steedman (U.K. outside Cam-
bridge), David Gordon & Anwar Shaikh (U.S.A.), and Michael Ellman (The Netherlands).

22Perhaps it is worth noting at face value, that in Contributions to Political Economy — the annually published parallel
Cambridge journal from the same CPES stable — set up in 1982 by a group (including Murray Milgate and Giancarlo
de Vivo) led by John Eatwell, with the objective of publishing ‘articles on the theory and history of political economy
within the critical traditions in economic thought associated with the work of the classical political economists, Marx,
Keynes and Sraffa’ (Contributions to Political Economy, Volume 1, 1982)— the inclusion of Sraffa perhaps reflecting Eat-
well’s deep intellectual association; Kalecki, Joan, Kaldor, Goodwin or Pasinetti are not visible.

23It is not difficult to appreciate Goodwin’s position on Schumpeter. The intellectual, and indeed personal, affinity
between Schumpeter, born in 1883, and Goodwin, born in 1913, travels back to their shared years (early 1930s–
1950) in Harvard where Schumpeter tried hard but unsuccessfully for a tenured position in the faculty for the
young Goodwin, thus setting in chain the events that brought Goodwin to Cambridge U.K. Di Matteo and Sordi
(2009, p. 4n1) provide some personalised texture: ‘In his intervention at the Celebration of RMG’s 75th birthday,
held in Siena on 25 March 1988, Samuelson reconstructed the event as follows: ‘Ten days before Joseph Schumpeter
died, he and I met, naturally, in the bar of the hotel where the American Economic Association was having its meeting
[…] What we discussed in our final moments was this. Schumpeter said to me: ‘Paul, what are we going to do about
Dick Goodwin?’. I said: ‘What do you mean, what are we going to do about Dick Goodwin?’. And he said: ‘Dick Goodwin,
quite without regard to merits, has not been offered a tenured position at Harvard’’ (Di Matteo, Ed., 1990, p. 18; emphasis
added).’ Intellectually, the affinity is reflected profoundly in the search for integrated dynamic mechanisms in the
mature capitalist economy that simultaneously generate both growth and cycles — though Schumpeter’s literary
style contrasted in the extreme with Goodwin’s mathematical methods. Hanappi (2015, n.8) writes: ‘Sill an assistant
professor at Harvard, Richard Goodwin in private lessons tried to teach Schumpeter some mathematics. Though Schum-
peter was extremely fond of mathematics Richard Goodwin once told me that he was a very untalented pupil’! As an
undergraduate in Harvard, ‘he wrote a thesis on Marx, A Critique of Marxism. He also me Joseph Schumpeter as a
seminar — Schumpeter was to become one of Goodwin’s heroes and, towards the end of Schumpeter’s life, a close
friend. Schumpeter, who had been in Bohm-Bawerk’s seminar in Vienna, knew Marx’s work thoroughly, provided a
learned and intelligent critique which caused the young Goodwin to take a great dislike to Schumpeter because he
could not bear to have Marx, he newfound hero, criticized!’ (Harcourt 1985, pp. 413-414). Theoretical investigations
of the relationship between the approaches of Schumpeter, (Keynes) and Goodwin are provided by Harcourt (1985,
2015), Velupillai (2015), Hanappi (2015) and Goodwin (1991) himself; for crossing over into issues of economic devel-
opment, see Patnaik (2015) and Velupillai (2015); and for a full appreciation of his work, see the special issue in his
honour in the Cambridge Journal of Economics (2015, 39(6)). It is not difficult to fathom why Goodwin would have
regarded Schumpeter as a legitimate name for the panel of the greats whose work and perspectives on the dynamics
of capitalism were held as inspirations for the new journal.
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the editorial panel keeps its strength at sixteen, with the exit of John Eatwell, and the
entry of Michael Landesmann, with Ann Newton taking over from the founding Manag-
ing Editor, Jo Bradley. Noticeably, two of the original group of founders, Bob Rowthorn
and John Eatwell had dropped off the editorial board of the journal.24 The following year,
1986, Volume 10, was marked by the loss of Nicky Kaldor. At the end of the first decade
of its life, CJE could justifiably be said to have matured rapidly to occupy a prime position
as the lead heterodox journal, widely respected and read, a position it retains to this day.

Two additional observations are appropriate. The first concerns the entry of Brian
Reddaway into the panel of patrons, which calls for comment from both the demand
and the supply sides, so to speak. Ajit Singh sets the matter straight. In his appreciation
for his mentor Brian Reddaway, Ajit refers to a paradox, viz., why this group of young
left-wing economists chose to ask Reddaway to be the patron of the new journal. The
answer lay in their intellectual affinity with Reddaway’s approach: ‘scepticism about eco-
nomic theory’; ‘emphasis on empirical and policy analysis’; ‘distrust of the over-use of
mathematical and econometric techniques’; and lack of concern with ideology; while
Reddaway saw ‘that these people were doing economics in much the same way as he
was doing it himself’ (Singh 2008, p. 19); and then Brian Reddaway was a man of impec-
cable intellectual and personal integrity. It should be mentioned here that for many years,
Brian and Ajit jointly delivered the course on Applied Statistics, and Ajit was clearly a
prime mover in associating Reddaway with the journal; it also bears testimony to the
intellectual openness and the self-imposed demand for methodological rigour that char-
acterised the founding group of the journal, attributes that subsequently stood the
journal in good stead. With resonance to Brian Reddaway’s approach, Ken Coutts
(2021, p. 31) points out that ‘As a general peer-reviewed journal, it has a policy on the
use of mathematics which limits papers that are essentially technical and cannot be
understood without the mathematical argument. But if papers are pre- sented with the
technical material in appendices and give an explanation of the arguments in the main
text that is clear to the non-mathematical reader, the Journal will be pleased to accept
submissions for review.’ Clearly Reddaway had left an indelible stamp on the journal.

In similar vein, Pasinetti (2005, pp. 840–844) draws pointed attention to the striking
congruence between what he regards as eight ‘building blocks provided by the Cam-
bridge School of Keynesian Economics’ and ‘the Notes to Contributors that the CJE dis-
plays on its cover’ which guide potential authors about features to which the Journal
attaches intrinsic value. These eight blocks are elaborated again in Keynes and the Cam-
bridge Keynesians (Pasinetti 2007).

The second comment pertains to the puzzling absence of Richard Kahn, of the top
echelon of Cambridge heterodox economists, from the list of patrons of the journal
throughout the overlapping periods of his and the journal’s life. Of course, not all Cam-
bridge professors, or Nobel Prize winners, made it to the list, but the case of Kahn imme-
diately stands out as anomalous. Nor, apart from one review article on Edmond
Malinvaud’s The Theory of Unemployment Reconsidered (Kahn 1977) in the first year
of the CJE, is there any other item carrying his name as an author. Other left Keynesians

24In Eatwell’s case, this could perhaps be related to the fact that he, along with Murray Milgate and Giancarlo de Vivo had,
in 1982, launched a new annual journal in Cambridge, Contributions to Political Economy with the objective, declared in
its inaugural issue, of publishing ‘articles on the theory and history of political economy within the critical traditions in
economic thought associated with the work of the classical political economists, Marx, Keynes and Sraffa’.
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are fully represented; hence this curious absence can only be explained by equally curious
idiosyncrasies. Kahn had drifted away from Labour to the right and supported the SDP;
he had had very public disagreements with Kaldor and the DAE left group over old and
new Cambridge; and, significantly, at the very outset when he was the very first ‘great’ to
be approached by the pioneering group for advice and to be a patron, he had attacked the
idea and the group on account of its declared leftist predilection; this matter had osten-
sibly, but obviously not really, been cleared, and some combination of some or all of the
above considerations would go into explaining this very ‘Cambridge’ oddity.25

Time has taken its toll, and in relatively quick succession, Ajit Singh, Frank Wilkinson
and Mario Nuti have passed on. With Frank’s demise, the list of CJE patrons is down to
two: Luigi Pasinetti who has been one from the start, and Amartya Sen who has been wel-
comed in with this high status from over the past decade. It is no secret that Sen, while in
many senses quintessentially ‘Cambridge’, was not a card-carrying member of the Cam-
bridge heterodox macro-economic school in its heyday in any of its uniforms; visiting
M.I.T. in 1960-61, he ‘found it a great relief to get away from the rather sterile debates
that the contending armies were fighting in Cambridge’ (Sen 1998). He ploughed his
own individual, and generally individualist, furrow with resonances to Adam Smith,
John Stuart Mill, Pigou, and Dobb (in his incarnation as a welfare economist), rather
than to Marx, Sraffa, Kalecki, Joan or Kaldor and their diverse brands of macroeconomic
theoretical and contemporary policy concerns. It is moot whether this convergence in the
form of Sen’s formal patronage denotes the proverbial return of the prodigal son through
the doors back into the Cambridge fold, or if the location of the doors has itself shifted in
the interim — perhaps some movement on both sides of the equation?

The Cambridge Journal of Economics celebrated its 40th Anniversary with a Confer-
ence held on July 12–13, 2016 at St. Catherine’s College, Cambridge.26 Between the
plenary meetings, three parallel sessions ran on both days with 49 papers presented cov-
ering a full spectrum of themes and topics reflecting the concerns of the broad church of
post-Keynesian and heterodox economics; on a loose count, only a fifth of the speakers
were ‘of Cambridge’, testifying to the international vibrancy of the mushrooming intel-
lectual constituency; the Conference was launched, most appropriately, with an Address
by the senior post-Keynesian maestro Luigi Pasinetti, and the proceedings continually
enriched by the contributions, interactions and the infinitely elastic supply of anecdotes
from the omnipresent other senior guru, Geoff Harcourt; included in the plenaries were
defining talks by Tony Lawson and Simon Deakin on ontology; a session and a round
table on pedagogical aspects— curriculum (non-)reform, the (re-)teaching of economics,
and on the future of economics teaching— Joan would have been delighted; and another
striking one on developing a career in heterodox economics. It was indeed a landmark
event, a full-feathered display of the intellectual energy of the field and the central role

25Luigi Pasinetti’s comment on the CJE, on the passing of Dick Goodwin, adds another possibility. Luigi writes: ‘The CJE
loses with him the second of its three original Patrons (since Joan Robinson died in 1983). I may briefly remind the
reader of what being a ‘Patron’ meant at the beginning. The group of non-conformist young economists who
started this Journal (in 1977) asked senior colleagues for support, without interference, though of course welcoming
suggestions and criticisms… ’ (quoted in Baranzini and Mirante 2018, p. 42, italics in the original). Perhaps Kahn
did not wish to be a hostage to fortune and be associated with the journal’s contents and politics by default; there
is ample room for speculation (Pasinetti 1996).

26The Conference programme can be accessed at: http://www.cpes.org.uk/dev/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/40CJE_
Programme.pdf
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of the CJE in serving as a cementing core. It was an impressive assembly of the great and
good, and the rising and aspiring of the growing clans; poignantly, Gabriel Palma pre-
sented his paper as ‘a tribute to Ajit Singh’, one of the pioneers of the CJE and stalwarts
of the clans, who had sadly passed away in the previous year. CJE has on occasion com-
missioned special issues on some of the modern greats of Cambridge economics, includ-
ing Joan Robinson and Nicky Kaldor. Worthy of special mention in this context is the
conference, fittingly titled ‘Economics for the Future’, organised in 2003 by the Cam-
bridge Political Economy Society (CPES) to mark the centenary of the creation of the
Cambridge Tripos in 1903 through Marshall’s efforts. A selection of the conference
papers was then published in the CJE. In his introduction to the special issue, Kitson
(2005, p. 829) notes: ‘Cambridge Economics was originally grounded in moral philoso-
phy, its raison d’etre was traditionally to understand why societies malfunction, and the
devising of policies to offset the impact of malfunctioning and, especially, to protect those
most vulnerable to their impact. The purpose of the conference was to build on this tra-
dition by encouraging open dialogue amongst social scientists concerned about the
future prospects for economics’.

CJE has steadily remained at the top of the list of journals of heterodox economics, and
heterodox journals open to economics submissions. EJ, meanwhile, has dropped rank
significantly, and while included in the Diamond list, is only in the second category of
the ABS list of economics journals, the top category of five journals being all from the
USA.

Cambridge Economic Policy Review: One Crowded Hour of Glorious Life

In the context of the exit of EJ and the entry ofCJE, worthy of an honourable mention is the
annual Cambridge Economic Policy Review produced by the Cambridge Economic Policy
Group that carried the latest workings and predictions from their model, engaging
always in a provocative but analytically rigorous manner with the burning macroeconomic
policy issues at the time. The Review had quickly earned a high reputation, attracted a wide
readership within Cambridge, in government policy circles and beyond, and was a hot item
with the media; the reason was that its empirical analysis was thorough, its policy discus-
sion bold, its critiques outspoken and its recommendations unambiguous. It rode on the
high wave of interest — to some extent created by the CEPG itself through the very fre-
quent media interventions by various members of the CEPG team, which provided a crit-
ical parallel commentary of the state of economic affairs. The Review paired extremely well
with the CJE which itself carried a substantial interest in the highly charged macroeco-
nomic challenges confronting the UK economy in the 1970s and 1980s. Unfortunately,
this publication, valuable as it was, was also short lived, and permanently silenced when
the SSRC, in 1982, summarily terminated its funding for the CEPG’s regular macro-mod-
elling work which formed the basis for the group’s policy analysis carried in its Review. It
was a case of Hello-Goodbye for the new kid on the block.

In the Introduction to Volume 3: ‘[In the Review] each year the Group has published
assessments of medium-term problems confronting the UK as they appear at the time.
The result has been not only a running series of analyses of specific problems and pros-
pects, but also the development of a detailed model of the main aspects of the UK
economy, as well as the formulation of more general theoretical propositions and
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principles for economic policy.’27 The Reviews variously covered aspects of the UK
regional and national economies, but also analyses of the European and the world econ-
omies, drawing out implications for UK economic performance and policy.

The research publication was called the Policy Review for the first four years between
1971 and 1974. It then became the more formal Economic Policy Review, of which
Volumes 1–5 were annual numbers, released (early in the year) between 1975 and
1979; from 1979, the title changed to Cambridge Economic Policy Review (CEPR);
Volume 6, in 1980, expanded to three separate numbers; Volumes 7 and 8 each had
two numbers. Volume 8 Number 2 in December 1982 was the final publication of the
series. Leaving aside the first four Reviews (1971–74), these twelve issues carried
seventy-four papers, including frequent valuable statistical compilations on various
themes, ranging from historical data, to trends in the national and world economies,
to regional accounts.28

In 1976, Volume 2 of the EPR lists the members of the CEPG: Paul Atkinson, Kenneth
Coutts, Francis Cripps, Martin Fetherston, Wynne Godley, Barry Moore, John Rhodes,
Roger Tarling, Terry Ward and FrankWilkinson. In 1982, Volume 8 has three additional
names: Michael Anyadike-Danes, Iain Begg and Graham Gudgin; two of the earlier
names drop out, being Paul Atkinson and Martin Fetherston. Five of the eight survivors
of the original ten members of the CEPG team, Ken Coutts, Francis Cripps, Martin
Fetherston, Terry Ward and Frank Wilkinson also serve on the CJE as editors, associate
editors or on the panel of patrons. Of the founding members, Ajit Singh passed away in
2015, and two others, John Eatwell and Bob Rowthorn are not formally linked in any edi-
torial capacity with the journal at present.

It is worth noting that the CEPG’s Policy Review was not just an in-house publication;
nor was it a promotional public relations glossy for government departments and banks.
In a different context — when the decision-making Consortium of the Social Science
Research Council rejects CEPG’s grant application, citing CEPG’s limited interaction
within the academic profession as a reason — Godley makes a pertinent observation
in his response to the Consortium’s letter of rejection: ‘I do not accept that by compar-
ison with the other existing UK modelling teams we have in any sense a poor record in
the quantity and manner of our interaction with the academic profession. All modelling
groups produce their main output in the form of in-house publications because the need
for rapid publication and the quantity of material involved precludes the use of academic
journals for this purpose. Our main publication, the Policy Review, has a considerable
academic [emphasis in the original] circulation, going to some 100–150 universities over-
seas and 150–200 academic institutions in the UK (precise figures are not available
because many academic orders come through agents).’29

The cessation of the CEPG’s much anticipated Review was a prime illustration of the
significant collateral damage inflicted by the SSRC’s peremptory termination of the grant;
of course, the heaviest loss was in the dispersal of the accomplished team that produced

27Economic Policy Review, Volume 3, March 1977, ‘Introduction and Table of Contents,’ CPES Online Archive: http://cpes.
org.uk/om/items/show/52 (accessed 12 October 2019).

28The Cambridge Political Economy Society maintains a digital archive that holds the full series of the publication from
1971 till April 1982. See: http://cpes.org.uk/om/cepr

29Wynne Godley, ‘Response to the Consortium’s Provisional Conclusion on the Cambridge Economic Policy Group’s Appli-
cation’, 5 April 1982; #5.
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the research that underlay the Review. For researchers focussing in any depth on that
volatile period of recent UK economic history, or on some of ‘new Cambridge’ innova-
tions, howsoever contested, of the theoretical basis of macroeconomic policy, the cumu-
lative stock of CEPG research remains a unique and incisive resource.

It is significant to note that the majority of the founding editors of the CJE were either
DAE researchers or Faculty staff who had conducted substantial research projects based
at the DAE with the research output published under DAE auspices. With the exception
of John Eatwell, all the others who were collectively involved in the launch of the CJE
were from this list, viz., Ajit Singh, Bob Rowthorn, Francis Cripps, Michael Ellman,
Ron Smith, Frank Wilkinson and Jo Bradley (who was the Managing Editor). This
confirms the close intellectual affinity and camaraderie across the two sides of the build-
ing. In 2021, Dimitri Papadimitriou and Gennaro Zezza (2021) edited a special issue of
the Journal of Post Keynesian Economics to mark to celebrate the career, achievements
and approach of Wynne Godley— it was the 10th anniversary of his death. It went unre-
marked but it was also exactly the 50th anniversary of the arrival of Wynne Godley in
Cambridge as Director of DAE, replacing Brian Reddaway. The collection was marked
by a diverse set of assessments, some by the old guard, and some by the rising generation.

In his personal tribute, Ken Coutts observes: ‘Wynne lived long enough to appreciate
that young researchers were beginning to take up his approach and to elaborate and
develop the ideas in the [Godley-Lavoie] book. In the ten years since his death, there
has been an explosion in the number of research papers taking a SFC approach to
Post-Keynesian macroeconomics.’ Ken especially cites the survey by Nikiforos and
Zezza (2017). Of particular significance is his conclusion: ‘I would like to finish by
giving a plug for the Cambridge Journal of Economics, which has supported this work,
including papers by Wynne and by Wynne and Marc. Alan Shipman (2018), in his intro-
duction to a virtual special issue of November 2018, Stock flow consistent macroeconomics
— the foundations, summarises work in this area published in the CJE and papers that
were antecedents to the approach. The CJE continues to support this work.’ (Coutts
2021, p. 31). The point to elicit is that though ideological adversaries had managed to
bring down the Cambridge Economic Policy Group at the beginning of the 1980s
along with its own house journal Economic Policy Review which predated the CJE and
ran parallel to it till its termination, the CJE, to a notable extent, effectively became the
forum and outlet for the lines of research that the CEPG had been engaging in. The
CEPG and its CEPR had been suppressed, but not its ideas.

Seen on the eve of the fateful battle, it was arguable— and indeed so it was widely then
perceived — that heterodox forces were on the ascendant. Most of the ‘greats’ were still
walking the corridors at the end of the 1960s, and even those that had retired from posi-
tions had not retired from the calling. The loss of the Economic Journal was significant—
but only when taken in isolation. However, when the scene is viewed balefully from ‘the
day after’, it is possible with perfect hindsight, to identify the early markers of the emer-
gence of the orthodox campaign. The 1970s ushered in powerful oppositions both within
Cambridge and beyond. Outside, the defensive political shield that Labour governments
provided, even if passively, to the left Keynesians began to break down bringing in
Thatcher and Thatcherism, aided by the think tanks and political machinery inspired
by Hayek, Friedman and their corporate and ideological devotees. At Sidgwick Site,
looking back, it is possible to conjure a bizarre sight: an unlikely triumvirate comprising
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Kahn, Reddaway and Kaldor pulling in the Trojan Horse, bearing Frank Hahn, into the
heart of Cambridge economics. In 1977, as the new Cambridge Journal of Economics was
hoisting its flag, Cambridge heterodox economics stood atop its peak, ready to be pushed
down on the other side.

Viewed in real time, especially if wearing Cambridge spectacles, it seems almost
natural to treat the story of the Cambridge Journal of Economics as essentially an internal
episode arising from the perception of a group of radical young Turks that their ideas and
research would be squeezed out of the pages of the venerable Economic Journal for which
Cambridge had willy-nilly been the institutional and ideological home since 1912 when
Keynes took over its editorial reins, but which, from the mid-1970s, was shifting its locus,
focus and control from Cambridge Keynesians to Oxford neoclassicals. Similarly, there
has often been a tendency to narrate the eclipse of Cambridge heterodox traditions in
the same vein, where the story starts and ends within the walls and halls of Cambridge,
as if it was essentially an internal matter, a local brawl. However, this becomes obviously
untenable, at least as a complete explanation, when viewed from the distance of time and
space. Elsewhere (Saith 2022), I have located these ‘internal’ battles, victories and defeats,
within the broader conjunctures and contexts of global economic, political and ideolog-
ical trends, in particular the global rise to domination of neoclassicism in economics, and
neoliberalism in politics, led fiercely by the raw power of American corporate capital and
capitalism. This imperative applies with equal force to this tale of the emergence of the
Cambridge Journal of Economics.

Cambridge has for long been charged with an island attitude of superiority and insu-
larity. Be that as it may, this attitude could hardly serve as a protective shield against the
permeation and influence of material and ideological forces from the rest of the world.
Arguably, what happened in Cambridge had a special salience and specificity – this, in
view of its justifiable historical status as the crucible of modern heterodox economics;
it was perhaps the last, and most powerful, heterodox bastion to fall in the mainstream
onslaught. But these same forces were also perceived, experienced and contested in very
many other campuses in other countries in North America, in Europe, in Australia, and
in the global south as well. The impact of, and progressive response to, the rise of neo-
classical economics and neoliberal politics has been widely recorded in other academic
environments, involving similar woeful tales of the suppression of heterodoxy, and the
imposition of the lobotomised ideological reference frame of neoclassical mainstream
economics. As in Cambridge, progressive students and staff resisted and rebelled on
and off campus, and one widely paralleled outcome was the creation of new progressive
forums, conferences, associations, movements – and blogs, newsletters, and journals. The
advent of CJE can be placed in a timeline that extends backwards to the late 1940s and
ahead into the 2000s, covering a host of initiatives that form an extended family tree
of heterodox journals rooted both in the global north and south. Some of these journals
preceded the CJE, some followed immediately after and others subsequently, while some
emerged organically from their own specific contexts and political environments sharing
the challenge of confronting capitalist ideologies, especially as translated into the social
sciences, particularly economics. Independent as these journals might well have been,
few – whether preceding or following the CJE’s formation - would deny the cumulative
powerful influence of the critical and radical traditions that had developed from the
1920s in Cambridge, the crucible of heterodox economics. They were, broadly speaking,
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all birds of a feather, even if flying in distinct flocks colour-coded from pale pink to deep
red. But that is another story.
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